
LEICESTER TIGERS TRIP:
SATURDAY 28th MARCH – Leicester vs Exeter
In short, we get to see a Tigers game and then get training
from the Tigers Coaches (and Tigers possibly) on the main
pitch after the match. £60 per U13 player, £50 per
accompanying parent and £20 per additional non‐playing
sibling. Please contact James ASAP, last chance.

RUGBY CLUB LUNCHES
The remaining dates for the club lunches this season are as
follows 31st Jan, 21st Feb, 7th Mar, 11th Apr.

LOST & FOUND
Please refer to the club website for announcement
regarding some recent lost property –
www.woodbridgerugbyclub.co.uk

THE WARRIOR
Hi everyone. Welcome to the latest release of ‘The
Warrior’ for the 2014/2015 season of the
Woodbridge U13’s, the 1st release of 2015.
Following a couple of heavy defeats either side of
the Christmas break, the Warriors responded
fantastically at the weekend to defeat Colchester B
and get their season back on track. A big thank
you to all the players (and parents) for showing
some real character – despite the demoralising
defeats, all available players attended training and
were rewarded with a great result at the weekend.
Well done everyone
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COLCHESTER – AWAY – COACH’S REPORT:
“We asked the boys to do two things in the match against
Colchester B. First was to improve their defensive line. They
did this by not competing at the opposition breakdown and
this seemed to give us a lot more defenders that were willing
to tackle hard and low. Secondly we asked them to try and
not concede a try all match. They achieved both of these
objectives and even though we changed the entire back line
at half time, the whole team played as well as I've seen all
season. Braintree will be a tougher test on Sunday but with
similar determination and teamwork, they could easily cause
an upset! Well played boys.” STEVE
“ The disappointment following the Southwold result could be
seen on the players faces (and parents!) – we know we were
beaten by a better team on the day, but our performance
was well below our capabilities. How did the boys respond?
They all worked hard work at training, they listened to the
game plan, they were determined, they passed and tackled,
and most importantly they showed belief in themselves. Well
done boys – a fantastic turnaround ‐ thank you” JON

RESULTS F A OPPOSITION TRY SCORERS

Warriors 0 70 BURY ‐

Warriors 0 57 SOUTHWOLD ‐

Warriors 55 0 COLCHESTER B RHYS 3, SAM D 2, 
ETHAN 2, JACK, ISAAC

FIXTURES H/A OPPOSITION INFORMATION

18 JAN HOME BRAINTREE 09.30 (10.30 KO) 

25 JAN HOME FELIXSTOWE 10.00 (11.00 KO)

01 FEB TBA

08 FEB TBA

15 FEB TBA

COACH’S REPORT:
“After the disappointing performance against Southwold we
asked the lads for a response. This started at Thursday night
training with over 22 lads turning up (most of them on time).
What was also very pleasing was the attitude shown in
training, with less horseplay came more commitment to the
exercises which in turn brought improved performance. It
was satisfying to all and we took this into the game on
Sunday against Colchester. We asked for discipline to play in
a certain style, building on defensive lines and working
together, trusting the guy either side of them. The result was
fantastic and should help build confidence to take into the
Braintree game where I know we can get a result.” IAN
“A good match, "They actually listened !" and didn't commit
too many to the rucks and mauls as we had requested. The
forwards played very well dominating possession, one try in
particular the forwards pushed right down the centre and
then passed the ball out to the backs for a score, nice to see
Jack get a try. Great kicking from Daniel and Ethan” PHIL
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